Shopping for gifts for individuals on the autism spectrum can be a little different than
shopping for others. It’s important to consider their unique interests and needs.
Here are some fun ways to meet sensory and communication needs.
This list includes new seasonal items plus a few timeless classics.
Transformer Sensory Sack

•
•
•
•
•
•

Comments
Resistance and Heavy Work Sack – Transforms children from hyper, sad or
distracted to calm, happy and alert
The Perfect Place for Kids to Relax – Deep pressure and resistance; calming
sensory integration therapy
Valuable and Therapeutic – Perfect for children with sensory processing
disorder (SPD)
Portable and Durable – Lightweight; made from Lycra; folds up to take
anywhere
One Size Fits All – For kids ages 5+; holds up to 100 pounds

Liquid Motion Bubble

Comments: Helps with fidgeting, boredom, and relaxation.

Spiral Mystical Glitter Wand

Comments: Turn over the wand and watch the glitter beads and star and moon
confetti swirl.
Aurora Projection LED Night Light Lamp

Comments:
Create an enjoyable and relaxing bedtime experience for children, soothe and
comfort kids to sleep, also perfect for adults to attain a relaxing, calming or effect.
Color Changing Mood Lighting projector with speaker, Relaxing light show, Sleep Aid
Light, Atmosphere Lamp, Decorative Light
RE-vibe: Vibration Reminder Wristband - Anti-Distraction, Educational Technology,
Timer Tool

Comments: Developed by school psychologist specializing in children with ADHD
and Autism. Gentle strategically timed vibrations serve as silent reminders to stay on
task.

Pencil Set with Fidgets

Comments: Great for students who love to fidget. Slide, spin, pull, or bump the pencil
fidgets.
Wobble Chair

Comments: Fun and safe - made so it can't tip over. Active Sitting for Toddler, PreSchool, Kids, and Teens. Kids don't have to sit still anymore. Come in multiple sizes
and colors.
Tangle Relax Therapy

Comments: Can you ever have too many figits?
Buy several and connect them to make a long wild Tangle snake.
Touch it, twist it, turn it, and get hand and mind wellness.
Sensory toy with bumps, grooves, and soothing blue-green hues. A sensory toy for
relaxation, fine motor development, and play.

Retro Light Up Toys Set for Kids

Comments: Light up toys for kids combine physics and fun to make for hours of
engaging play. This battery-operated set includes an 8” gyro wheel and 8.5” rail
twister that both produce a mesmerizing light show.
Hake Inflatable Couch,inflatable lounger,Outdoor Sofa,Portable Bags Lounger Nylon
Fabric Suitable For Camping Beach Lazy Sofa

Comments: Great for calming or relaxing indoors or out.
Cozmo Robot

Comments: Say hello to Cozmo, a gifted little guy with a mind of his own. He's a
real-life robot like you've only seen in movies, with a one-of-a-kind personality that
evolves the more you hang out. He'll nudge you to play and keep you constantly
surprised. Cozmo’s your accomplice in a crazy amount of fun. What an interesting
tool to teach social connection.

Portable & Foldable Trampoline - 36"

Comments: Great for calming or managing excess energy
Sit & Spin

Comments: Great for calming or managing excess energy
Hyper Toss Action Game

Comments: Multiple ways to play. The ultimate toy for fast, fun interactive play that
really gets you moving. Kids will love trying to beat their scores by catching the ball
quickly in one of the three colored cups- all by following audio instructions! Hyper
Toss includes 4 game modes.
Zoomer Chimp

Comments: Zoomer Chimp moves like a REAL chimp! He rolls, flips, move on all
fours, and stands all on his own! You can even get him to follow you! Train Zoomer
Chimp with 10 easy-to-remember voice command, including “Stand”, “Flip”, “Let’s
Dance”,“Chimp Talk”, and “Go Banana’s”!
Nickelodeon Blaze and the Monster Machines Flip & Race Speedway

Comments: Based on Blaze and the Monster Machines TV show. Speed, stunts,
science, humor. Multiple sets in this collection.
One more thought
Of course, you always have to consider how appropriate a gift will be for a particular
student. Safety is prime importance. Also, gifts for those on the autism spectrum will
more likely be successful if you focus on interests before age.
Warm regards,

P.S Let me know what your favorite autism gifts are.

